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Abstract. This paper presents a methodology for determiningthe true costs of alternative
sourcesof financingfor the multinationalcorporationwhen the riskof exchangeratechangesis
present and different tax ratesand regulationsare in effect. The cost formulaspresentedcan
then be used to calculate the cheapest financing source given the expected exchange rate
changes.

* As multinational corporations expand their operations abroad, their need for overseas
financinghas increasedaccordingly.The fact that the subsidiaryof a multinationalcorporation
has access to funds from its sister subsidiariesas well as from its parentvastly increasesthe
number of financing options available.A number of writers have examined the financial
linkages in a multinational corporation. (See, for example [5], [6], [7], [8], and [11].
Rutenberg[11] analyzed in detail the tax consequencesof the four primarymeansof shifting
funds in a multinationalcorporation:adjustingtransferpricesbetween subsidiaries;allocating
overhead, royalties and managerial fees; making intracorporateloans including delaying
invoicing;and adjustingdividendflows. Robbinsand Stobaughwith the aid of Schydlowsky's
computer model [8] and [9] investigatedthe financial practicesused by a large sample of
multinationalfirms.
The benefitsof evaluatingthese financiallinkageshaveincreasedin the pastseveralyearsdue to
a sharp rise in interest rates world-wide as well as to the increaseduse of exchange rate
adjustmentsby national governments.Ratherthan duplicatingthe work done by others on
intracorporatefunds shifting, this paperfocuses on the costs associatedwith borrowingeither
from within or without the corporationwhen the riskof exchange ratechangesis presentand
different tax rates and regulationsare in effect. That this is not a trivialtask is evident upon
reviewingthe availableliterature.
Zenoff and Zwick [13] and Robinson [10], for example,advocatethe use of expected ratesof
inflation in evaluatingalternativeborrowingoptions. However,de Faro and Juckercorrectly
point out that the relativerateof inflationbetweenany two countriesis not a relevantdecision
parametersince "imported debt is repaidin inflated local currency,just as in local debt" [1,
p. 103]. De Faro and Jucker,though, only considerthe simplealternativesof a localcurrency
loan vs. a dollarloan,whereasthe rangeof borrowingoptions for a multinationalcorporationis
far broaderthan that.
One of these options is a swap loan (definedfurtheron in this paper)for which McMillan[4]
has developeda cost evaluationformula.However,this formula,likethe derivationsof de Faro
and Jucker, completely ignoresthe substantialimpactthat taxes can have on financingcosts.
Despite the serious omission, McMillan'sformula has been reproducedintact in every major
text dealing with internationalfinancialmanagementincludingthose written by Eitemanand
Stonehill [2], Robinson [10], Weston and Sorges [12] and Zenoff and Zwick [13].
Furthermore,the cost equationsdeveloped by Schydlowsky [9] are sufficiently obscureas to
be of little benefit to anyone seriously concerned with evaluatingthe costs of alternative
borrowingsources.
This paper seeks to clarify these costs by presentingthe case of a foreign subsidiary,call it
subsidiaryA, which requiresx units of localcurrency(LC)to finance itsworkingcapitalneeds
for the comingyear.After-taxdollarcost equationsarederivedfor the followingfive borrowing
options:t
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t All of these deliberations leave out any consideration of what happens on the asset side when currency
values change. These effects do have an impact on the choice of funding source if the firm is not risk neutral.
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? Intracorporateloan
? Eurodollarloan
? Localcurrencyloan
? Discountingbills
* Swap loan

The arbitrarychoice of the dollarto denominatecosts does not affect the firm'sdecisionsince
lower dollarcosts translateinto lower costs in .LCor any other currency. In addition,relative
rates of inflation turn out to be irrelevantin choosing among alternativeborrowingsources
when one currency can be converted into another in the future at a given, albeit unknown,
exchange rate. Comparativerates of inflation may help determinethe future currencyvalues
but presumablythis informationis alreadyincorporatedin estimatesof futureexchangerates.

ACASEEXAMPLEWhilethe formulasdevelopedbelow aregeneralin nature,a caseexamplewill serveto illustrate
theirapplication.
At a currentexchangerate of LC1= $.25, LC4,000,000 is requiredby subsidiaryA to finance
its workingcapitalfor the year.
The parent is willing to supply $1,000,000 to A at an interestrate of 10%which is also the
parent'scost of borrowing.Intereston subsidiaryA borrowingsaretax deductible.
As an alternativesource of dollars,a Eurodollarloan is availableat 11%perannum.Its cost is
tax deductibleaswell.

Given its anticipation of an LC devaluation, A is also consideringlocal financing. A local
currencyloan is availableat anannualcost of 20%while A can discount its receivablesat a cost
of 17%.These interestchargesarealso tax deductible.
The last option availableto A is a swap transactionwith a local bank. A could obtain LC
4,000,000 at a rateof LC1= $.30 (a swaploan is definedfurtheron in the paper).A would pay
an interest rate of 10%on its LCborrowingsbut the parentwould receiveno intereston its
dollar loan to the bank. The parent, however, would chargeA 10%per annum payable in
dollarson the funds loanedto the bank.This interestchargewould not be tax deductibleby A.

All exchange losses suffered by A are tax deductible.The effective tax rate on subsidiaryA's
earningsis 50%which is also assumedto be the U.S. tax rate.However,the parentcompany's
effective tax rate on income from A is only 40% due to excess foreign tax credits available
elsewhere.
As each cost formulais derived,it will be appliedto the particularcost figurespresentedabove.

INTRACORPO-The first option examined is a dollar loan from the parentcompany. The dollarcost of this
RATELOAN- type of loanequals

LOANTYPE#1 parent'sinterest subsidiaryA's interest parent'sinterest
cost cost income

C1 = eoxrp(1-tus) + exrus(l-tA) - exrus(-tp)

tax gainor loss

(eo-e )xtA

where eO = present$/LC exchangerate

el = unknownyear-end$/LC exchangerate
r= parent'sannualcost of debt

rus = interestchargepayable,in dollars,by subsidiaryA to the parent.
tA = subsidiaryA's effective tax rate

tp = parentcompany'seffective tax rateon incomefrom A

tus = parentcompany'stax rateon domestic-sourceincome
The first term equals the parent's cost of providing eOx dollars to subsidiary A (eOx
dollars= LCx).This cost is the parent'scost of debt ratherthan its cost of capital in orderto
ensure comparabilitywith the cost of foreign debt. No matter how computed, the parent
company's opportunity cost would very likely be substantiallyhigher than local borrowing
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interest rate which A must pay to the parent. However, the interest cost to A is revenue to the
parent and hence taxable as such, assuming no withholding tax.* This shows up in the third
term. The tax rates tA and tp must be effective tax rates payable in both countries. The
extensive system of foreign tax credits and tax treaties between countries means that tA and tp
are usually not the stated tax rates. In particular tp is probably not equal to tus. It can be seen
that if tA <tp, it is in the parent's best interest to charge the lowest rate the government
involved will permit and vice-versa if tA > tp. The last term reflects the fact that the local
currency cost of repaying the original dollar loan will change if el * eO and will result in either

an increase or decrease in local taxes. The new LC cost of repaying the loan equals eO. Since
el

LCx was borrowed, the local currency differences in principal repayment cost equals eOX-x. If
el

an LC devaluation occurs, i.e., el eO, this difference results in a foreign exchange loss which

is tax deductible. This LC tax savings (eOx-x) tA is converted into a dollar tax savings by
el

multiplying through by el. Similarly, an LC revaluation will give subsidiary A a foreign
exchange gain which is taxable, leading to an increase in taxes equaling (el-eo)xtA dollars.
Hence, due to the tax effects, an LC devaluation will decrease the total cost of a dollar loan
while an LC revaluation will increase them. Therefore, the traditional view that dollar loans are
not exposed (will not change value) in the event of a local currency exchange rate change is
shown to be incorrect on an after-tax basis. t

Using the example above, LC1 = $.25 at the time that subsidiary A borrows $1,000,000 from
its parent at an interest rate of 10%. In addition, tA and tus equal .50 while tp equals .40. If a
20% devaluation occurs while the loan is outstanding (LC1 now equals $.20), LC 5,500,000
must be repaid instead of the anticipated LC 4,400,000. Interest plus exchange loss total LC
1,500,000 which is tax deductible providing a dollar savings at the new exchange rate of
$150,000. Since the interest rate paid by the parent was also 10%, its after-tax interest expense
is $50,000 while its after-tax interest revenue is $60,000 since tp is only .40. Hence, the total
cost of the loan equals -$60,000 leading to an effective rate of -6%. The total cost can be
reduced by an additional $1,000 for each 1%increase in rus since tp - tA = -.10.

The same basic formula can be used if another subsidiary, subsidiary B, extends a loan to A
denominated in B's local currency. The only difference would be in the tax rates used and the
expected exchange rate changes.
The interest rate chosen on intracorporate fund transfers can be set with an eye to its tax
implications. When credit is granted by adjusting the leads and lags in intracorporate payments
no interest cost in dollars need be charged although governments tend to frown upon excessive
changes in intracorporate credit terms.

Consolidating the terms containing eOx and elx leads to a new formula

eOx [rp(1-tus) + rus(tp-tA)
- tA + elx tA.

Substituting the figures from the case presented above yields the dollar cost of the parent
company loan: -460,000 + 2,000,000 el.

The development of the Eurocurrency market is one of the most discussed financial innovations EURODOLLAR
of the post-World War II period. It is the only truly international money market essentially LOAN-LOAN
undisturbed by any national rules or regulations. As such, it lends itself to widespread use by TYPE 2
multinational corporations. The effective cost of a Eurodollar loan with an interest rate of rE

interest cost - tax gain or loss

C2 = eoxrE -tA ) - (eo-el)xtA

As before, the first term is the after-tax interest cost while the second term is the dollar value of
the local currency tax increase or decrease associated with the exchange rate change. The cost
of any other Eurocurrency loan is computed in the same manner.

This formula reduces to

eox [rE(1-tA)- tA] + elx tA

* If withholding tax is paid, the parent will receive eoxrus less the withholding tax.
t Even when tax rates are the same, dollar loans are exposed in an opportunity cost sense. 27



Then the dollar cost of borrowing Eurodollars given the figures from the case equals -445,000
+ 2,000,000 el. It is clear based on these figures that the parent loan is always preferable to the
Eurodollar loan, no matter what the future exchange rate will be.

LOCALCURRENCY
LOAN-LOAN

TYPEA3

The third type of loan analyzed is a local currency loan. Many firms borrow locally to provide
an offsetting liability for their exposed local currency assets. Invariably, though, the interest
rate for borrowing in a soft currency (one likely to be devalued) is greater than the interest rate
on a hard currency loan. According to Hoyt [5, pp. 17, 18], Singer Company's rule of thumb
regarding local currency borrowing was, "if the exchange risk was high and the amount of
receivables large in any country, efforts were made to borrow locally the total value of net
receivables even though the interest rates incurred seemed exorbitant by American standards. If
the exchange risk was low, it might be decided to borrow less in local currency thus avoiding
high interest rates, and to finance the receivables with dollar or other hard currency loans,
preferring to assume risk of some loss rather than incur continuing high interest expense."
However, nearly a quarter of all firms surveyed by Robbins and Stobaugh do not even take into
account the tradeoffs involved and "favor local borrowing regardless of interest-rate
differentials" [7, p. 60].
The after-tax cost of borrowing locally equals the sum of the interest expense plus the exchange
gain or loss. If rL is the interest rate on a local currency loan, the total dollar cost is:

C3 =

interest cost

elxrL(1-tA)

exchange gain or loss

(eo-el )x

The first term is the after-tax dollar interest cost (paid at year-end when the exchange rate is
e1) while the second term is the gain or loss involved in repaying a local currency loan valued at
eOx dollars with local currency valued at year-end at elx dollars. The gain or loss has no tax
implications since LCx was borrowed and LCx repaid.

Separating the eox and elx terms yields the revised formula

eox + elx [rL(1-tA) + 1].

The dollar cost of borrowing locally then equals -1,000,000 + 4,400,000 el.

DISCOUNTING
BILLS-LOAN

TYPEA4

Discounting bills is a very common short-term financing device in many countries including
France, Belgium, Italy, Brazil and Argentina. It involves drawing a bill (an order to pay a certain
amount of money to the bearer by some fixed time) on a customer and presenting it at a
commercial bank. The discount is the margin between the face value of the bill and the ready

money paid by the bank. If d is the discount rate, then a bill with face value LC x must be
presented to receive LCx. The total cost of discounting, then, equals: 1-d

discount cost

x
el d(l-tA)

1-d

exchange gain or loss

(eo-el )x

The first term is the after-tax dollar cost of the discount paid and the second is the non-taxable

exchange gain or loss on the principal. These two terms arise as follows: LC x must be repaid1-d
at year-end for receiving LCx now. The principal repayment is x while the discount equals 1xd

1-d'
xd x

(x+ -d ). The exchange rate at which repayment takes place is e1 .Hence, the discount
1-d 1-d

xdcost which is tax deductible equals el --(lt-tA) while the principal repayment cost is elx.

Since the dollar value of the original principal was eOx, the effective dollar cost is as presented.

Another form of discounting which has grown in importance in Europe recently [13] is
factoring receivables. Factors buy a company's receivables, with or without recourse, at a
discount off the face value. Recourse refers to who bears the risks of customer default-without
recourse means the factor assumes the risks and vice versa. The discount includes not only a
pure interest charge but also costs of credit investigation and collection, as well as the costs of
default if bought without recourse. In comparing factoring costs, then, with other types of
loans, one must include only the pure interest part of the discount.28

C4 =



As before, a simpler cost formula is available:

-e el(1-dtA)-egx+e1x 1d1-d

Substituting the figures from the case yields a dollar cost of -1,000,000 + 4,409,000 e1. It is
obvious that whatever value e1 takes on, the local currency loan is always cheaper, in this
example, than discounting receivables.

A swap loan or credit swap is a particularly useful financing device in countries experiencing SWAPLOAN-
both dollar shortages and credit tightness. The demand for credit swaps has been very great, LOANTYPE
especially in Latin America. However, the volume of credit swaps fluctuates widely with #
changing government attitudes toward this device. For example, hundreds of millions of dollars
were swapped each year with Brazil for periods of from six months to over five years. In 1967,
though, the Brazilian government changed the conditions under which swapping could take

place reducing the volume considerably.
A swap loan consists of the following elements: The parent company (or a subsidiary) grants a
hard currency loan in its home country to a foreign bank (either the central bank or a private
bank), and the foreign bank lends the countervalue in local currency at an agreed upon
exchange rate to the subsidiary for a specified length of time. When the swap matures, the hard

currency funds are returned simultaneously with repayment of the local currency loan.

The parties to the deal must agree on:

1. The exchange rate at which both transactions take place;
2. The length of time for the swap;
3. The interest rate charged to the subsidiary for the local currency loan. Usually, this rate is

below the current rate of interest and certainly much below the total cost of credit in tight
money markets. No interest is paid for the hard currency credit opened for the foreign bank.

Additional notation is required to calculate the dollar cost of a swap loan.

Let:
e the $/LC exchange rate at which the local currency loan takes place;

sO

e = the $/LC exchange rate at which repayment of the swap loan takes place;

rs = interest rate on the local currency loan

The total after-tax dollar cost of the swap loan, then, equals:

parent's interest subsidiary A's interest exchange
cost cost gain

C5 = e xrp(l-tus) + exrs(l-tA) - (eo-e1)x

swap conversion cost

(e -es )
+ e] x

esl
As before, the first term equals the cost to the parent of providing a loan to the foreign bank.
The second term is the after-tax interest cost of the LC loan granted the subsidiary. It is
assumed that this interest is paid at year-end when the new exchange rate is e1. The next term
is the exchange gain recorded by the subsidiary in being able to repay a local currency loan
originally worth eO dollars with local currency now valued at e1x dollars. The last term is the
dollar cost of the additional local currency required for repayment of the dollar loan granted
the foreign bank. This difference arises as follows: To borrow LCx, a deposit of es x dollars

was required. Upon maturity, however, the swap conversion rate is only es1. Thus, an
e - e

additional s Six units of local currency converted at the rate es1 are required to receive
es

the original es x dollar deposit back assuming that the bank will convert this additional

quantity of LC at the rate es,. This added cost on swap conversion may or may not be tax
deductible. 29



If the bank only converts LCx at the exchange rate es, the last term would be changed to

(eso - es )x, the capital loss taken on the difference between the spot and forward rates in the

swap.
If the parent charges the subsidiary interest on its loan to the bank, an additional cost equal to

esOxrus -esoxrus(1-tp) is incurred. The first term is the subsidiary's interest cost which is

generally not tax deductible since this money was not loan directly to the subsidiary. The
second term is the parent's after-tax interest income.

Since the cost already includes a hedge premium, as do the higher interest rates on LC
borrowings, an LC devaluation would have to occur before the swap loan would be cheaper
than borrowing dollars or some other hard currencies. The extent of the required devaluation
can be computed by finding the exchange rate el at which C1 or C2 just equals Cs.
The swap cost formula reduces to

-eOx + elx [rs(1-tA) + 1] + esx [rp(1-tus) + rus tp]

Then the dollar cost of the swap loan at a given future exchange rate el equals -892,000 +
4,200,000 el.

FORWARD It would be inappropriate to conclude this paper without discussing the role of forward
CONTRACTS contracts in financial decision-making. Firms often hedge their hard currency loans, by

arranging forward contracts on the same maturities as the loans themselves. It can be shown
that the decision to hedge via the forward market is independent of the borrowing decision
when using an expected value criterion. The rule is: sell the local currency forward only if the

anticipated exchange rate change is greater than the forward discount. A firm which wished to
avoid the appearance of speculation would only use the forward market when it had hard
currency commitments.* The expected cost criterion can be made more explicit by defining e2
to be the forward rate on a contract of length n days. Then the annualized dollar cost of the
forward contract per unit of LC equals:

360(el - e)(1-t)
n

where t is the effective tax rate on forward contract gains or losses in the country in which the
contract is sourced. The potential assymmetry in the taxes on gains or losses means that t may
vary depending on whether el is greater or less than e2. For example, losses are commonly
treated as a cost of doing business whereas gains may be taxable as capital gains depending on
the maturity of the contract and the country involved.

The before-tax portion of this cost expression is derived as follows: LC1 is sold for e2 dollars in
the future. If the forward contract had not been entered into, the future value of this unit of
currency would have been el dollars. The dollar cost per unit of LC sold forward then is el-e2.
Obviously, if el is less than e2, i.e. the currency devalued below e2, a gain is recorded and vice
versa if e1 > e2. This cost expression would be added on to the cost of a dollar loan whenever a
forward contract, tied to this loan, was entered into.
An LC borrowing hedged through a forward sale against another currency, say the dollar, is
precisely the same as borrowing dollars in the first place unless:

1. Due to controls or the threat of controls the annualized forward discount or premium does
not offset the difference between the interest rate on the LC loan vs. the $ loan; or

2. Gains or losses on the forward contract are not treated just like increases or decreases in the
interest expense of the underlying credit transaction.

ANALYSISOF These cost formulas can be used to calculate the cheapest financing source for each future
RESULTS exchange rate. A computer can easily perform this analysis and determine the range of future

exchange rates within which each particular financing option is cheapest.
It can readily be seen that only the cheapest of the local currency financing alternatives need be
compared with cross-border alternatives. A decision between Loan Type 3 and Loan Type 4 can

* A more appropriate definition of speculation would be all economic actions (or deliberate inactions) based
on the expectation of a one-sided movement in the exchange rate between now and future points in time.30



be made regardless of the exchange rate prevailing at period's end. If r1 > d, then Loan
1-d

Type 4 is cheapest and vice versa if the inequality is reversed. In addition, Type 1 and Type 2
loans can be compared without looking at the unknown future exchange rate, since the only
term containing el, the tax gain or loss, is common to both. The Type 1 loan is cheapest if

rp(1-tus) + rus(t-tA)
rE >- while the Type 2 loan is cheapest if this inequality is reversed. The

1-tA

swap loan must be analyzed separately.
In using the results of this analysis, a firm can determine how much currency appreciation or
depreciation would be required before one loan is cheaper than another. This information can
then serve as a benchmark for the treasurer against which to measure his own subjective feelings
regarding the likelihood of a devaluation or revaluation of this extent.

Suppose, for example, the Loan Type 2 is the cheapest cross-border financing alternative while
Loan Type 3 is the cheapest local currency loan. If the local currency is liable to devalue, then
rL will invariably be greater than rE. The amount of local currency depreciation required to
equalize the dollar costs of these loans can be found by setting the two formulas equal to each

other and solving for el. In this case, the costs of the two loans are equal when el = eo(1 + rE)
l+rL

Then the required amount of currency depreciation, eO-el equals rL-rE This amount is
approximately equal to rL-rE if rL is not too large. eO 1-rL

In the cost analysis presented above, it was shown that C1 is always less than C2 and C3 is CASESOLUTION
always less than C4. Thus, the choice is between the parent company loan, local borrowing and
a swap loan.

By equating C1 and C3, the breakeven value of el is $.225. As long as the local currency

devalues by less than 10% (250- .225), the parent company loan is cheaper than borrowing
.250

locally. A devaluation of more than 10% makes the local currency loan preferable.
To determine the relative benefits of the swap loan and local borrowing, equate C3 with Cs. It
turns out that as long as el < $.54, the local currency loan will always be cheaper than the
swap loan.

Therefore, the appropriate borrowing sources can be narrowed down to two. If the exchange
rate is expected to devalue by less than 10%, subsidiary A should borrow from its parent. If a
devaluation greater than 10% is expected, subsidiary A should borrow locally.

This paper has catalogued and compared several well-known multinational financing alternatives SUMMARY
and their costs when exchange rates are likely to change. While not concerned directly with the
financing decision in the multinational firm, the results presented here explicitly point out the
sensitivity of these decisions to the different tax rates and regulations likely to be encountered
in cross-border financing operations.
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